METRO 1313 –HEAD OF THE BEAST; in three chapters
By David A. Newby and “
Grandma Herman”
Chapter 1
This article is the one that is going to give the money interests and government at all levels the
greatest case of heartburn imaginable. I do not make this claim lightly as this article will evidence.
We have all been wrapped in a web of such massive deceit that it has been virtually impossible to see
the complete picture. Many authors have gotten pieces of the puzzle over the years and I must commend their
work and effort. Had it not been for the gathering of all these pieces it would have been impossible to put the
puzzle together. I will do my utmost to paint the full picture for you in this article.
To start one must go back to June 7, 1629 and the Charter of Freedoms and Exemptions to Patroons.
In the synopsis in Documents of American History it states in part: "Under this charter a few Patroons secured
control of most of the land along the Hudson River, some of the land grants, such as those to Killian Van
Rensselser, were enormous."
Article VI of this charter states, "They (the Patroons) shall forever possess and enjoy all lands lying
within the aforesaid limits..." One of the possessions the Patroons were granted to "forever possess" is
Manhattan Island, the financial center of the world. The Patroons charter was granted by the "Company." It is
this author's assertion that the "Company" was the Dutch East India Company, which is now known as BEIC,
or the British East India Company. Remember it is the Dutch Robbels Bank of the Netherlands that holds the
receivership of the United States Bankruptcy and it is also this banking entity that recently purchased the
failed Baring's Bank of London. By right of this charter granted by the Dutch government the inheritors of the
Patroons hold possession of the highest priced piece of real estate in the world. All of these historical threads
tie together into the present.
I happened upon a book entitled Terrible 1313 Revisited written by, Jo Hindman published in 1963,
This book put everything into clear focus and I will try to make sense to you about what it revealed. As the
book states, "In the beginning was the National Municipal League in New York (founded in 1894). In the
1930's, part of the organization pinched off to colonize Chicago. The headquarters of the latter group at 1313
E. 60th Street, a four-story building on the University of Chicago Can1pus became the Metro capitol, known
around the globe Cable address is PASHQ and nicknamed 1313 by, Metro devotees themselves.
This municipal organization known as "Metro" was and is funded by a Rockefeller Spelman Grant.
Ahh, see how the money powers are all. right there?
Continuing from Hindman's book:
"Of the twenty-two core organizations (now twenty-three following acceptance of BOCA, Building
Officials Conference of America), two co-leaders -Council of State Governments and Public Administration
Service -steer the collective cluster. Broadly speaking, CSG controls the political and judicial divisions of
1313; PAS promotes economic Metro.
CSG claims secretariatship of the following groups:
Governors Conference
Conference of Chief Justices
National Legislative Conference
National Association of Attorneys-General
National Association of State Budget Officers
National Association of State Purchasing Officers
Many others since this date in 1963 have more than likely been created.
Now I feel it appropriate to share just what Metro is, Quoting from the book:
“
The giant combine that conspires against you proceeds virtually unnoticed, while American attention
is riveted in Communism in Cuba and abroad. Metro policy = collectivization; Metro program = "Metro"
government.

Under Metro, states would cease. Cities would become enormous satellites ruled by managerial Metro
power. Zone space between cities would be strictly regimented according to arbitrary code.
It continues, "...infiltrants of Metro into traditional check-and-balance Federal government (and state
government) have and are engineering conversion of the American Republic into a giant collectivized unit."
And further:

“
Gigantic expansion of irresponsible executive-staff administrative department of
government is a key hashmark of Metro government.”
Down on the first-level Metro, dictatorial City managers introduce Metro programs of socialized
urban renewal land use zoning, and Planning with a capital P. City managers agitate for city charter revision
to elevate to supremacy Metro managerial rule and to eliminate citizen self-government."
The last segments should serve to pull many things into focus for even the novice; to those who have
tried to build room additions onto their houses, or expand their businesses and run square into the county or
city zoning board. You see big business is given rights to build malls and subdivisions on county government
granted land and bond issues, yet the average citizen is precluded from using his own land as he sees fit. The
reason you can't use the land you "own" is because you don't own it! When the Federal United States
corporate government went bankrupt in 1933 (for about the third or fourth time) FDR made the American
people believe that the nation was bankrupt, not just the government corporation, which was all that the
bankruptcy really entailed.
The Federal Reserve bank controls Wall Street. Through the Panics of 1894 and 1907 the Bankers
and foreign money interests had put the majority of their competition out of business and set the stage for the
introduction of the Federal Reserve Act which was passed in 1913. Twenty years later the bankers pulled the
plug on Wall Street, just as they are about to do again, and collapsed the Federal Government. Not the nation,
mind you, the United States corporation, which is incorporated in Maryland!
By ruse and deception FDR, who was infinitely tied in with the Federal Reserve in New York,
worked in collusion with them to declare the National Emergency which is still in place today. By lying to the
American people, who were stunned by the market crash in 1929 and the resultant hard times, FDR was able
to convince the people that the "nation" was bankrupt. With this false belief the theft started.
In the old days before FDR ran this greatest of scams all the records of deeds and property used to be
filed in every state in what was known as The Great Register. It was during the Roosevelt years that the Great
Registers started to disappear from the keeping places in the State. Under the "Emergency" and the
bankruptcy, the land of property holding citizens was claimed as collateral. All the Deeds and Titles were
taken. Nowadays you either get a Certificate of Deed, Warranty deed, or Deed in Trust document when you
get your property paid off. This is because you don't have true title to your land or your home. The
government holds all your property in trust because you have been deemed "incompetent" under their law to
manage your own affairs.
When you buy a new car the MSO, which is technically the Bill of Sale from the manufacturer, is sent
to the State and the State issues you a Certificate of Title. The Certificate serves the same purpose for your
cars as it does for your real estate. People, you own nothing of major value that you think you do. Even you
and your labor are nothing but collateral to the bogus bankruptcy. When did you stop being "personnel" and
become a "human resource?" Folks, you don't even own the skin you live in! You are economic slaves, in the
absolute truest sense of the word, to the Federal reserve and the International Bankers, and Metro.
The Spotlight has done some reporting on the Conference of States. The COS, as it is known, is also
manipulated by Metro. The objective of the COS was to try and alter the Fifth Article of the Constitution
which is the section that governs the Amendment process of our government. The attempt was to be made to
try and make the Amendment process easier so they could amend the Constitution out of existence.
The Constitution of the New States of America has already been written and lays waiting in the
wings, paid for to the tune of $20,000,000 of your tax dollars and Rockefeller/Metro funding. Through
research it has been revealed that at least 30 states no longer have their borders defined in their state
Constitutions. With these border specifications gone the sovereign states cease to exist. This falls right into
the designs laid out by Metro States when they signed and agreed to the State Compact Act. When this
occurred the states became nothing more than corporate subdivisions of the Municipal Corporation of the

District of Columbia! The Metro plan for Municipal government is in full swing and practice. The question is
whether the legislation for the State Compact Act was initiated on the Federal level or on the State level by
the Governors' Conference controlled by Metro. Either way, it happened.
They used Miami/Dade county as their pilot program. The Miami area is commonly known as
"Metro-Dade". How about Metro-Los Angeles, Metro-Kansas City, Metro-Houston, etc.? Is the light starting
to come on? Home Rule on the county and city level is nothing but the implementation of Metro's designs.
Metro seeks government by "executive staff administrative departments." We are there folks. I know
from first hand knowledge that there is no judicial branch of government in Florida since the alteration of
Florida's Constitution in 1968. In the S.S. Supreme Court case of Waller vs Florida the Supreme Court ruled
that the "State of Florida has its own courts." The State of Florida is a corporate subdivision of the Municipal
corporation of the District of Columbia. Every "State of' government is the same way. Metro's plan is working
perfectly.
The executive branch of government governs all "administrative" departments. When the Florida
Constitution was altered every court in the state, up to and including the State Supreme Court, was put
directly under the Executive branch of government, i.e., the Governor. This means that every state court that a
person appears in is nothing but an administrative tribunal operating under Admiralty/Administrative law and
is not a judicial court at all but an Executive court with no authority whatsoever except through the custom
and belief of the people that they are judicial courts.
These courts are governed by "private" or "non-positive" law. Every judge on the bench is aware of
this and is guilty of fraud and treason.
This executive control of a perceived judicial system is exactly from the works of Metro. Notice that
Metro controls the Conference of Chief Justices and the National Association of Attorneys General. Is the
picture becoming clear yet?
The PAS, as stated, controls the financing aspect of Metro's municipal designs. The following is a list
of PAS governed agencies:
American Public Works Association
American Public Welfare Association
Public Personnel Association
American Municipal Association
International City Managers' Association
Municipal Finance Officers' Association
National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials
National Association of Assessing Officers
American Society of Planning Officials
Federation of Tax Administrators
American Society of Public Administrators
National Institute of Municipal Clerks
Committee for International Municipal Corporations; U.S.A.
Building Officials' Conference of America
The list goes on but I presume that you get the feel for the web woven around this nation. Hindman's
book states in reference to the American Municipal Association: "This powerful agency sponsors the
collection and transmittal of money from the United States to Communist linked Metro agencies abroad..."
Further linkage is effected through OAS, (Organization of American States) which I recently, in
1962, went through the motions of ousting Communist Cuba from the OAS fold. Metro's ultimate purpose of
regionalization in the Western Hemisphere is promoted by the OAS. According to the charter of the OAS,
"Within the United Nations, the Organization of American States is a regional agency." So here we have the
icing on the cake, an absolute tie-in between the Metro organizations and the United Nations.
The map supplied in Operation Vampire Killer 2000 illustrates the regionalization of the united States
of America into ten FEMA regions. Each day it seems you hear more about regional decisions rather than
state decisions. This is more of the incorporation of mind controlled acceptance to terms by usage;
Regionalization, multi-culturalism, political correctness, etc. We are being sold a bill of goods folks and the
majority of the people in this nation haven't a clue.

And now we get to the real meat of the matter and tie all the threads together. The following tells you
about the Governors' Conference.
"This Metro confraternity serves up two illustrations: (1) Metro's false public relations strategy that
showers Metro with the glory of distinguished names and places (2) Metro's basic principle to expand
executive power at the expense of legislative (citizen-through-representatives) power.
In the first place, governors do not 'join" the 1313 Governors' Conference. They "become" members
simply because they are state governors -"ex officio" is the word. As a result, frequent differences and
quarrels arise in the Metro Governors' Conference, when responsible governors, found to be not in accord
with 1313 goals, find their objections throttled and boycotted. The silencing of non-conforming governors is
accomplished through the machinations of the Governors' Conference secretariat, the Council of State
Government, but the luster of their gubernatorial names is used to build false prestige for Metro 1313.
The beginnings of 1313's Governors' Conference are by no means as honorable as Metro claims.
Metro alleges that the present Governors' Conference grew out of a meeting set in 1908 with President
Theodore Roosevelt. The President had "Conservation of National Resources" in mind as a conference topic;
Metro bellwethers had "Uniform Laws" in mind. The conflict between the two purposes produced a sterile
1908 meeting which was the first and last of its kind." (Now you see the Governors' Conference aired and
publicized every year on C-Span and reported in the news. Remember, this was written 32 years ago.)
"An historian of the era, William G. Jordan, pointed out that there was widespread feeling that the
"problem" of unifying all law's in the United States could not proceed under official U.S. government
auspices, but should be steered by a group of governors working independently.
In 1910 another meeting of governors, called by Metro leaders laid the groundwork for unifying all
the laws in the United States. The vehicle was to be the group "House of Governors," a secret fourth branch of
American government. From the viewpoint of executive vs. legislative (citizen-through-representatives)
power, compare the HOG concept of Metro with the constitutional United States House of Representatives.
The Metro group embodies executive power supreme, whereas the Congress, traditionally, has been the outlet
for citizens' power over their government."
Points need to be made here. The agenda of setting Uniform Laws is highly relevant. If you go to the
introduction of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) you will find that it was designed by the "governors"
but never designates which governors they are. It should be indicative from this previous revelation that the
undefined "governors" who created the UCC are/is the Metro controlled Governors' Conference. The UCC is
the only thing that governs all commercial transactions and for all intents and purposes is not law. It has never
been codified either by state or federal government. It is the Code that binds a commercial transaction on an
International basis. Although created by this Governors' Conference it has global impact. With the
International Bankers behind Metro it should be obvious why they should want their own law called the UCC
to manage their own affairs and yours through commercial contracting. They are a law unto themselves!
Now, my dear readers, are you ready for the real heavy stuff? As evidenced by the names Metro gives
its organizations such as "National such-and, ..such" I have some real revealing to do. Title 22 United States
Code -FOREIGN RELATIONS AND INTERCOURSE is where you find some real dirt on the International
Monetary Fund (the Fund) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the Bank). All of
the following is set out in accordance in the Final Act of the United Nations Monetary and Financial
Conference dated July 22, 1944. Quoting from Title 22 U.S.C. § 286b. National Advisory Council on
International Monetary and Financial Problems (see, there's that title "National" again):
"(a) Establishment and composition
In order to coordinate policies and operations of the representatives of the United States on the
Fund and the Bank and of all agencies of Government which make or participate in making foreign
loans or which engage in financial, exchange or monetary transactions, there is hereby established the
National Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial Problems, (hereinafter referred to
as the "Council"), consisting of the Secretary of the Treasury, as Chairman, the Secretary of state, the
Secretary of Commerce, the Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the
President of the Export/Import Bank of the United States, and during such period as the Foreign
Operations Administration shall continue to exist, the Director of the Foreign Operations
Administration." [emphasis mine]
Here is the establishment of another "National Council." Remember that the American Municipal

Association of Metro deals with the "collection and transmittal of money from the United States." As such
that association, or whatever it may be renamed today, is governed by the IMF as well. The following will
serve to illustrate the "Council's" power. Remember, this is directly out of the U .S.C.
Sec. 286(b )(3) The Council shall coordinate, by consultation or otherwise, so far as practicable,
the policies and operations of the representatives of the United States on the Fund and the Bank, the
Export-Import Bank of the United States and all other agencies of the Government to the extent that
they participate in the making of foreign loans or engage in foreign financial, exchange or monetary
transactions. [emphasis mine.]
This is clear evidence that Metro, through the "Council" controls any and all aspects of all agencies of
Government that deal with foreign exchange or monetary issues.
§ 286b(b)(4) Whenever, under the Articles of Agreement of the Fund or the Articles of
Agreement of the Bank, the approval, consent or agreement of the United States is required before an
act may be done by the respective institutions, the decision as to whether such approval, consent, or
agreement, shall be given or refused shall...be made by the Council under the general direction of the
President. [emphasis mine]
So you see we have an administrative board, over which the President sits, as the head, controlling,
approving or disapproving the United States say in financial matters.
No governor, executive director, or alternate representing the United States, shall vote in favor
of any waiver of condition under Article V, section 4, or in favor of any declaration of the United States
dollar as a scarce currency under Article VII, section 3, of the Articles of Agreement of the Fund,
without prior approval of the Council.
There you have it fiends. That is the shadow government that you've heard so much about but
have been unable to find. The Metro organization is the financial head of the octopus that works in collusion
with the United Nations, the RIIA, the CFR, the Bilderberg Group, the Committee of 300, City of London and
on and on. The elusive "Governors" so liberally mentioned in the UCC and the IMP are the governors of the
fifty States, under the direction and control of Metro's Governors' Conference. In other words, Metro!
The government of this nation at all levels is held captive and in terror of these organizations. But
there is one more aspect that must be looked at to put it all together once and for all. The Protocols of the
Learned Elders of Zion have been called a forgery since their coming into public purview in 1905. The
following are some excerpts. You decide what you think, after reading what has been presented here.
PROTOCOL NO.5
What form of administrative rule can be given to communities in which corruption has penetrated
everywhere, communities where riches are attained only by clever surprise tactics of semi-swindling tricks;
where looseness reigns; where morality is maintained by penal measures and harsh laws but not by
voluntarily accepted principles; where the feelings toward faith and country are obliterated by cosmopolitan
convictions? What form of rule is to be given to these if not that of despotism which I shall describe to you
later? ...Moreover, the art of directing masses and individuals by means of cleverly manipulated theory and
verbiage, by regulations of life in common and all sorts of other quirks, in all which the goyim understand
nothing, belongs likewise to the specialists of our administrative brain. [emphasis mine]

PROTOCOL NO.8
We must arm ourselves with all the weapons which our opponents might employ against us. We must
search out the very finest shades of expression and the knotty points of the lexicon of law justification for
those cases where we shall have to pronounce judgments that might appear abnormally audacious and unjust,
for it is important that these resolutions should be set forth in expressions that shall seem to be the most
exalted moral principles cast into legal form. [Try the exalted principle of disarming a nation with the Brady
Bill or, the theft of a nation with the Federal Reserve Act.]
PROTOCOL NO.9
We have got our hands into the administration of the law, into the conduct of elections, into the press,
into liberty of the person, but principally into education and training as being the cornerstone of free
existence. ...Above the existing laws without substantially altering them, and by merely twisting them into

contradictions of interpretations, we have erected something grandiose in the way of results. These results
found expression first in the fact that the interpretations masked the laws; afterwards they entirely hid them
from the eyes of the governments owing to the impossibility of making anything out of the web of
legislation. [emphasis mine]
Does any of this make you feel uncomfortable yet? Do you still feel the Protocols are only a forgery?
Look around you America!
PROTOCOL NO. 15
Under our influence the execution of the laws of the goyim has been reduced to a minimum. The
prestige of the law has been exploded by the liberal interpretations introduced into this sphere. In the most
important and fundamental affairs and questions judges decide as we dictate to them, see matters in light
wherewith we enfold them for the administration of the goyim, of course, through persons who are our tools
though we do not appear to have anything in common with them. ...In these days the judges of the goyim
create indulgences to every kind of crime, not having an understanding of their office, because the rulers of
the present age in appointing Judges to office take no care to inculcate in them a sense of duty and
consciousness of the matter which is demanded of them. [emphasis mine]
PROTOCOL NO. 17
The practice of advocacy produces men cold, cruel, persistent, unprincipled, who in all cases,
take up an impersonal purely legal standpoint. They have the inveterate habit to refer everything to its value
for the defense, not to the public welfare of its results. They do not decline to undertake any, defense
whatsoever, they strive for acquittal at all costs, caviling over every petty crux of jurisprudence and thereby
demoralize justice. For this reason we shall set this profession into narrow frames which will keep it inside
this sphere of executive public service. Advocates, equally with judges, will be deprived of the right of
communication with litigants; they will receive business only from the court and will study it by notes off
reports and documents, defending their clients after they have been interrogated in court on facts that have
appeared. [emphasis mine]
I'd say we're there America, inasmuch as the legal system is concerned. The foregoing partial cites
from the Protocols are only the barest smidgen of the plan for global domination. This is the plan of the
Khazarian Ashkenazi Elite and their henchmen. The Khazarians, who are only Jewish by conversion of faith
some 1,250 years ago, use the name of the Jews to hide their evil deeds. Many prominent Rabbis have
denounced Zionism, once known as British-Israel, as the political tool that it is.
The Khazarian Elite have co-opted most all of the governments of Europe and have taken over
America through their agents provocateur and their bought or terrorized whores in government. You will fmd
certain names and families running all through this conspiracy toward world government, Rockefeller,
Morgan, Vanderbilt, and many, many others. Most people are not aware of the fact that the name Rockefeller
is the Americanization of the name Roggenfeld, a direct "Jewish" lineage from Turkey, i.e. Khazarian.
The ADL of Bnai Brith is nothing but the protection arm of British-Israel. The Jewish Defense
League, whose base is at 1500 Lakeshore Drive in Chicago, is the terrorist enforcement arm of Zionism. The
ADL has been caught spying on American citizens but there has been no prosecution of this seditious act to
date. The ADL hides behind its false "Jewishness" and declares anyone an antiSemite who gets too close to
the truth.
The ADL is known by law enforcement agencies to have taken part in terrorist acts, such as bombings
which have resulted in death. This used to be called murder! It is the ADL that are the "definitive experts" on
domestic terrorists, (otherwise known as Americans who support the 2nd Amendment and the Constitution)
who are continually quoted in the papers and on TV.
It is the Khazarian "Jews," Charles Schumer, Barbara Boxer, Diane Feinstein, Robert Rubin, Robert
Reich, Alan Greenspan, and a multitude of others, who hold your government in their "Administrative" terror.
This shadow government, controlled through Metro, built on the designs of the Protocols, is what rules your
nation, America. It is ruled through terrorism, injustice, financial tyranny and a control that leaves your
Congress as nothing more than comic relief, to be fed to you, the people.
The League of Women Voters is an arm of Metro. Through the book Votescam it was revealed that

the L WV was complicit in fraudulent manipulation of voter ballots. This falls right in with Protocol No.9.
President Clinton sits on the Governors' Conference. Through the control by Executive Order we
have had dictators, all under control of Metro, since the days of Roosevelt.
The courts are executive tribunals run by administrative law. The Federal Administrative Procedures
Act was passed in 1946. Every state has also passed some form of Administrative Procedures Act. The
Khazarian Zionist agenda prides itself on their "administrative brains," as denoted in Protocol No.5. We now
have virtually ever department either governed by Administrative Agencies or under their indirect control.
Power has been gathered into the hands of the new King, the President of the United States, who takes his
marching orders from Metro.
Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands sits with the Bilderberg Group. This is the Dutch power that
granted the perpetual title to Manhattan Island and most of the land on the Hudson River to the Patroons. The
web of the Khazarian elite and their "royal" allies reaches to the crown of England and ultimately into Metro.
The world has been financially conquered in a war that was never declared, and few knew anything
about. There are those, I'm sure, that will call me anti-Semitic because I dare to tell the truth. This is not a
"Jewish" plot to take over the world. It is a Khazarian plot. Khazarians by their own admission are the sons of
Gomer and Ashkenaz not Abraham! You people better wake up to the reality of your dire circumstances, not
the perceived illusion put forth by the Khazarian elite and their allies and lackeys. This is truth. This is real.
Are you strong enough to finally face up to how bad you have been lied to all your life?
This web of deceit and thievery has virtually destroyed this nation while we all slept. The Metro was
uncovered in the, 1950's and they scrambled like cockroaches from the light shed on them. It has been at least
32 years since that light has been turned on, and folks, and I just flipped the switch again. Spread the truth! It's
the one thing the enemy cannot combat!
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